Student Assistant – Weco Shipping
Do you dream of working with finance in the maritime industry? Do you
have distinctive analytical skills? Weco Shipping is looking for a parttime student assistant to join our finance team in Rungsted.
As an Analyst at Weco Shipping, we offer
you an opportunity to join our finance team
at our head office in Rungsted. The position
consists of 20 hours’ work per week.

Do you have what it takes?
Your mindset and personal qualities are as
important as your educational background.
We are looking for candidates who:

In Weco we have a fun and relaxed working
environment and we thrive because we work
together and each person contributes to the
company by being actively involved, showing commitment, respect and being helpful.

-

Key responsibilities
-

-

-

You will assist in analyzing commercial
feasibility by developing and preparing
financial analyzes and presentations
Light bookkeeping e.g. travel expenses,
bank reconciliations, intercompany interests etc.
Support the team and organization on
various projects related to IT system
upgrades and maintenance

-

Are studying for your bachelor or master’s degree at business school
Are able to create overviews and build
presentations and reports of high quality
based on large amounts of data
Have excellent Excel and PowerPoint
skills
Have great English skills
Have excellent social abilities and team
spirit
Thrive in a busy work environment

This is an excellent opportunity to join a
growing company and to work with a young
and professional team in an entrepreneurial
environment.

We will be conducting
screening and interviews on
an ongoing basis, so please
send your CV including
picture and your application
at your earliest convenience.

For further information
please contact CEO,
Rasmus Lund-Jacobsen,
phone: +45 21 51 45 18

Weco
Rungsted Strandvej 113
2960 Rungsted Kyst
www.weco.dk
N 55° 53′03.379″
E 12° 32′36.132″

Since 1883 Weco have innovated and challenged the conservative shipping industry to
provide our clients with superior solutions for moving cargo.
Weco Bulk is the latest addition to the Weco group of companies, situated in beautiful
surroundings at Rungsted Harbour, Denmark and is home to approximately 30 personnel.
Weco Bulk offers qualified maritime transport and logistical service for the majority of bulk
goods.
Weco Tankers provide quality tonnage to our partners – either as Owned or Chartered
ships.

Weco RoRo provides a fleet of quality tonnage for the most demanding clientele amongst an
exclusive group of international industrial RoRo carriers by having ships of the highest technical
standards.
Weco Projects is a specialty carrier, operating a modern fleet of highly specialized multi purpose
heavy lift vessels, designed to accommodate over-dimensioned and heavy project cargoes.
Learn more on www.wecoshipping.com

